info@statelinedoodles.com
(260)768-4839
Deposits are non-refundable except in the case of a medical issue that might develop with the chosen puppy. Deposits may be
transferable and used towards a different puppy when one becomes available. Buyer has one year to put a deposit towards
another puppy unless arrangements have been made with us.
Seller makes every effort to deliver a healthy puppy at the time of transfer. Seller does not allow puppies to leave until we feel
that the puppy is ready to make the trip and, if needed, a health check is made by our vet. Buyer’s puppy must be examined
by a licensed vet within ONE WEEK of transfer of the puppy to validate good health and our guarantee. Should your vet find
the puppy to be in poor health upon this exam, it will be replaced provided it is returned with a written statement stating the
nature of their findings. It is the buyer’s responsibility to return the puppy along with any and all paperwork. SELLER SHALL
NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY MEDICAL EXPENSES INCURRED BY BUYER.
Buyer’s puppy has been given vaccines that were administered at appropriate ages. A shot record will be provided with your
puppy. Over vaccinating can cause health consequences. If vaccines are given to your puppy before they are due, and a bad
reaction occurs, your health guarantee will be voided. Seller assumes no responsibility for any illness from your other pets.j
Also, seller cannot guarantee the puppy against illness or opportunistic parasites brought on by the stress of moving. The
stress can bring on illnesses, such as; hypoglycemia, coccidia, giardia, kennel cough, etc. Puppies are dewormed, but cannot
guarantee a puppy is 100% worm free, as it is an on-going process. Once the buyer has taken possession of the puppy, if this
then their covered after the first vet check that will be in the first 7 days of having the puppy in your possession is not covered
by the health guarantee. Is it the buyer’s responsibility to make sure that the new puppy is eating regularly, is active & playful.
Buyer understands that small puppies require extra attention and should be watchful to make sure their new puppy does not
become hypoglycemic, as it could cause death or permanent damage. SELLER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OF THE
ABOVE CONDITIONS AFTER TRANSFERRING POSSESSION OF THE PUPPY. Buyer is responsible to monitor their new
puppy and get immediate vet care if any symptoms arise.
Seller guarantees the health of the puppy for the first year of the life against any genetic hereditary life- threatening defects
involving the heart, liver and kidneys. If during the first year, a replacement puppy is deemed necessary due to an identified
genetic life-threatening defect, State Line Doodles will replace the puppy with one of equal value. If a buyer chooses a more
expensive puppy, the buyer will be expected to pay the difference. However, the buyer must return the original puppy with a
vet statement and all paperwork. In the unlikely event that the puppy dies, an autopsy must be performed by a licensed vet. A
copy of the report must be sent to the seller, the seller's vet will then have a chance to review the report. All expenses for the
tests, shipping, etc are the buyer’s responsibility.If puppy becomes ill and the buyer has it euthanized (put to sleep) without the
seller's consent, no replacement will be given. If buyer declines replacement puppy, the seller is under no further obligation
and it will be understood that the buyer has released the seller from any and all further claims or obligations and no refunds
will be issued.
This guarantee does not cover any costs associated with spaying or neutering, injury or death from any of these or routine
procedures or surgeries. Seller does not cover any of the following conditions; coccidia, giardia, hypoglycemia, kennel cough,
pneumonia, ear mites, ear infections, skin mites, mage, hernias, luxating patellas and or heart murmurs that are not lifethreatening. Seller cannot guarantee adult size, color personality or fertility of any puppy. Seller cannot guarantee that dew
claws will not regrow and the seller is not responsible for any vet charges if the buyer has dew claw removal done. Buyer
agrees that in the event, they can no longer keep the puppy, they will notify the seller first and the seller will have the first
chance to take the puppy back.
This document is a legally binding document. Any court costs or attorney fees necessary to enforce this contract shall be paid
for by the buyer in the state of Indiana. It is agreed to both the buyer and the seller that any and all legal disputes regarding
this puppy will take place in Shipshewana, Indiana. This guarantee applies to the original buyer only and is non-transferable.

SELLER - James Gingerich

BUYER-____________________________________

